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PAPER ABSTRACT: Growth through innovation is critical to Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprises (SMEs) and the use of patents is necessary to attract needed funding. SMEs’ use 

of the patent system is not as effective as larger companies. This research inquiry considers 

product development stakeholder’s knowledge to increase the relevance of patent disclosures 

for more successful patents and business competitiveness in the future. The research uses a 

mixed method questionnaire to gain insight from a broad selection of product development 

experts that include design, marketing, engineering, upper management, entrepreneur, and 

legal representation. Stakeholder salience concepts are applied to identify stakeholders with 

forward looking patent attribute awareness. Designers are determined to have strong 

capabilities regarding adding value to utility patent value. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This research is an inquiry into barriers that product development teams experience when creating utility 

patents for new products. There is a gap in the creation process of high value patents for Small and 

Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). The concern is with SME’s lack of knowledge about the patenting 

process as it may make the outcome of this process less effective than it otherwise would be (Burrone, 

2005). Coughlin indicates that small firms gain fewer patents, but they cover greater technological 

increments (Coughlin, 2007, p. 385). The specific resulting utility and quality of individual claims for small 

firms is critical to their growth and competitive advantage as compared to large firms (Coughlin, 2007, p. 

381). The patent disclosure is the result of the efforts and consideration made by the applicant firm and 

their legal partners (Watters & Craib, 2017, p. 374). Wagner says that the words in the disclosure are 

entirely in the control of the firm (Wagner, 2009, p. 2149). Allison describes patent continuation where the 

same disclosure is used to file different sets of claims (Allison et al., 2004; Coughlin, 2007) thus requiring 

supportive content for each claim set within the original disclosure.   

 
Figure 1-1. Disclosure Supports Patent Claims 
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There must be a basis of support in the disclosure for the subject matter of each claim made (“WIPO 

Patent Drafting Manual,” 2007, p. 100).The diagram above, Figure 1-1, serves to illustrate that claims are 

reliant on the content provided within the disclosure. 

• The overall research was to determine whether a gap in the information capture process involving 
multiple stakeholders for patents disclosures exists in small and medium-sized enterprises and 
whether it can be filled by designers.  

• The scope of inquiry for this paper is whether there are product development stakeholders with useful 
information towards the improvement of patents that may not currently be considered when patenting.  

 

A range of ideas are generated during the product development process. Srinivasan outlines a strategy 

for innovation that is customer-centric where a wide range of customer prototypes are created. 

Commercialization decisions are made based on an assessment of each design direction’s cost to 

commercialize while also considering the specifics of the customer reaction to its prototype. The final 

direction is selected based on the best profit equilibrium (Srinivasan, Lovejoy, & Beach, 1997, pp. 154–

163). Product development can create an abundance of initial concepts and then narrow to a single 

commercialized product (N. Cross, 2011; Watters & Craib, 2017). This visualization, Figure1-2, shows the 

abundance of design activity at the outset and its narrowing to a single solution for commercialization. 

Often the scope of the patent is focused on the commercialized solution (Watters, 2018). 

 
Figure.1-2. Product Development Concepts Result in a Single Product 

Patent prosecution can take a number of years during which many market and competitive changes may 

take place (Wagner, 2009, p. 2148), and ideally, the patent, as granted, will still be useful to the patentee 

at that point in time. Importantly, the disclosure should be written in anticipation of these changes in order 

to maintain competitive relevance (Wagner, 2009, p. 2148).  In order to arrive at a future oriented patent 

disclosure, is there knowledge that resides in the product’s development team that is not being utilized?  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Regarding the capture of value from innovation, managers working towards competitive advantage, often 

consider the intellectual property as being “beyond their control” but the authors argue that they can be 
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shaped (Pisano & Teece, 2007, p. 279). This suggests that management may be underutilizing patents 

because the use of it is not well understood. 

2.1 FUTURE ORIENTED PATENT CONTENT ALIGNMENT 
In his patent claim writing course at Stanford, Wagner considers the objective of having an element of 

“prognostication” in order to allow a range of patent claim scope possibilities (Wagner, 2009, p. 2149) in 

recognition of the extended lapse of time between when the patent is written and when it is used, and that 

by considering the future at the time of writing the disclosure, the patentee may have a greater 

opportunity to prosecute useful patent claims. If firms consider this challenge, they may realize that they 

have readily available responses for inclusion into the disclosure that resulted from their product 

development process (Watters & Craib, 2017, p. 353). 

 

The importance of this is to draw our attention to the fact that a patent document’s disclosure should not 

simply be one state of the invention which risks being too narrow and with a patent there should be a 

range of useful redundancy to ensure the diversity of content is covered and understood (Fromer, 2008, 

p. 585). Patent value has many determining factors that are beyond patent law and this includes the 

alignment of the scope of the patent with that of the marketable product (Wagner, 2009, pp. 2138–2139). 

The point that Wagner makes is that it is a valuable attribute for patents when the granted claims map 

onto the features of the commercialized product in the future. The concern for this research inquiry is; 

where does relevant information come from? 

2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STAKEHOLDERS 
Within the context of this research, the authors are using the term product development stakeholders as 

entities that are involved in, and participating in, the product under development. The issue of determining 

which stakeholders should receive the attention of management is the concept of stakeholder salience 

where Mitchell, Agle and Wood suggest the addition of ‘urgency’ as a sorting criteria in addition to 

Freeman’s criteria of stakeholders requiring ‘power’ and ‘influence’(R. K. Mitchell, Wood, et al., 1997, p. 

862). The test for stakeholder salience is measured against 3 criteria; the power to influence the firm, the 

legitimacy of their relation to the firm and their urgency of claim to the firm (R. K. Mitchell, Wood, et al., 

1997, p. 873).  

 

For this research, it is the product development participants that are being studied as sources for useful 

contribution towards the improved patent information. Carlile identified the following functional group 

divisions when exploring communication boundaries during product development: sales/marketing, 

design engineering, manufacturing engineering, and production (Carlile, 2002, p. 445). Manzini, in their 

longitudinal case study, their internal product development the group classifications were; business 

development, industrial design, engineering, manufacturing, and mass production with commercialization 

(Manzini & Lazzarotti, 2015, p. 7). 

 

For this empirical research, the Stakeholder groupings classification draws from typical team structures 

found to be used by SMEs involved in product development.; a) designer, b) engineer, c) marketing sales, 

d) management/CEO, e) legal, f) entrepreneur/inventor. 
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2.3 DETMINGING STAKEHOLDER SALIENCE FOR PATENT CONTENT  
The theory of stakeholder identification and salience (R. K. Mitchell, Wood, et al., 1997) was inspiration 

for this research to facilitate the identification of stakeholder professions that might have salience toward  

future competitiveness through patent disclosure contribution (Wagner, 2009, p. 2149). Our adapted 

approach applied Mitchell’s three categories, power to influence the firm, legitimacy of claim to the firm 

and urgency of claim (R. K. Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997) are considered for our patent content context. 

This was helpful to the framing of this research and in the identification of salient stakeholders. In this 

applied approach, we tightened the aperture that defined a salient stakeholder to the abilities and 

information that may have relevance to increasing the content value of patents. In Table 2-1 below, 

Mitchell’s elements of stakeholder salience are seen on the left of the chart below with our adapted 

version applied to the identification of stakeholder characteristics to improve patent content on the right. 

The focus on this paper is on the adaptation of Mitchell’s ‘Urgency of claim to the firm’ (bottom left box) to 

‘Having knowledge of potentially important forward looking attributes for the specific patent needing to be 

filed’ (bottom right box). 

 

 
 
Figure.2-1. Patent Stakeholder Salience as an application of Mitchell’s Salience application to patent content salience 

2.4 ESTABLISHING FUTURE ORIENTED ATTRIBUTES OF PATENTS (X-FACTORS)  
Through research, six attributes were generated that could be used during the empirical research as a 

focus of inquiry into the understanding of stakeholder knowledge regarding these attributes. These 

attributes are referred to as future oriented patent attributes or x-factors by the researchers. They are 

attributes of stakeholders that may enable future competitiveness of a product’s patent disclosure. It 

should be noted that this research was not an extensive study about x-factors and the researchers realize 

that firms may want to consider other or additional attributes with specific value to their future products. 

 

• Awareness of New Product Specification (x-spec) 

• Awareness of Usability and User Understanding (x-user) 

• Awareness of the Product’s Full Development Cycle (x-dwell) 

• Awareness of Technology and Industry Trends (x-trend) 

• Awareness of Product Cost and Quality Drivers (x-costqual) 

• Awareness of Competitive Product Understanding (x-comp) 
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3. METHODS AND PROCESSES 

The researchers determined that a mixed methods research approach with both quantitative and 

qualitative data collection offered the ability to triangulate about the question in order to develop “a more 

coherent justification for themes” (Creswell, 2014, p. 201). The participant population inclusion criteria 

required industry experience in the development of products with experience in the legal aspects of 

generating patent disclosures with a minimum of 5 years of experience. Palinkas (Palinkas et al., 2015, p. 

534), in their review of best practices for purposeful sampling, describes the wide use of purposeful 

sampling for research into information-rich cases in order to arrive at deep knowledge. The people invited 

to participate in this research were professionals with extensive product development experience who 

were accessible to the researchers but had no knowledge of the research. 

4.2 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
The data collection questionnaire was used allow for a broad mapping of the responses obtained from the 

extended range of participating product development stakeholders, to a series of questions relating to the 

patenting process in a format that could be compared quantitatively. As a research tool it contained 7 

distinct sections of inquiry, each to solicit feedback about the main research question, or its sub 

questions, through a range of approaches. The focus on this paper is an inquiry into which stakeholders 

had the most influence on a range of factors that might improve patent robustness, a subset within the 

greater research, with 11 quantitative questions about forward looking attributes (x-factors) intended to 

explore their relevance to patents. The empirical research would enable a mapping of participants’’ 

perception of each category of stakeholder’s ability to effect relevant input per x-factor attribute. 

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The questions posed to the participants were generated to allow the researchers to collect participant 

experience feedback on stakeholder group’s relationship to these attributes. There was research 

participant representation for all stakeholder groups categorized in the questionnaire. Each has worked 

on product development teams during their professional career. The least experienced participants were 

in the 6-10 years of experience range and most participants reported having 16 years or more of 

professional product development experience. All participants indicated experience with products that had 

a form of intellectual property. Over eighty percent of the respondents indicated utility patents as one of 

the intellectual property types that they had the most experience with. The researchers were comfortable 

that all participants had experience with products that fall within the scope of this research 

4.1 STAKEHOLDER SALIENCE PER FUTURE ATTRIBUTE (X-FACTOR) 
Analysis of the quantitative responses informed the research understanding of the different stakeholder 

groups’ relevance with respect to the 6 x-factors. The responses to the questions posed to the 

participants regarding the identification of stakeholder groups that have relevant knowledge with respect 

to the future oriented patent attributes are codified Figure 3-1 below. The chart below shows, side by side, 

(in the left to right order of designer, engineer, marketing sales, management/CEO, legal, 

entrepreneur/inventor, other), each stakeholder groups’ relevance to a particular x-factor. These 

groupings are repeated adjacent to reflect the data for each of the x-factor attributes. Marketing or Design 

were determined to have the most awareness of the forward looking attributes for each category. 
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Figure 3-1. Each Stakeholder’s Relevance to Each x-Factor 

5.1 OVERALL STAKEHOLDER SALIENCE TO FUTURE ATTRIBUTES 
Another method of visualization in Figure 4-2, is to convey each stakeholder groups’ relevance to all 

forward looking x-factor attributes. Below each stakeholder group, is their relevance ranking to each x-

factor expressed as a circle sized to their stakeholder’s percentage of response to each specific x-factor.  

 
Figure.3 -2. Relevance for Each Stakeholder to All x-Factors by greater area of the circle indicating increased salience 

Each stakeholder group’s x-factor percentage of response is shown and the resulting relevance bubble is 

shown. Design has the highest relevance to this study’s forward looking x-factors, Marketing/sales is 
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second followed by engineering. Least relevance to all x-factors is Legal, followed by Management/CEO 

and then Entrepreneur/ Inventor. 

5. RESULTS 

The Forward Looking Patent Attributes (x-factors) defined for this research were intended to be generic in 

nature for the purpose of this research. There was a desire to have attributes that were acceptable for all 

participant stakeholders as probes that were used in the research questionnaire to gain feedback about 

stakeholder group knowledge of patent content. This research defined and used a set of product and 

stakeholder attributes, collectively referred to as x-factors, that could increase the competitive advantage 

of future products. A helpful inquiry could be to evaluate whether these six forward looking patent attribute 

categories are effective in either targeting useful patent-oriented information or gaining access to 

stakeholders with useful knowledge for consideration in patent disclosures and whether this satisfies 

Fromer’s recommendation for content redundancy (Fromer, 2008, p. 585) while serving as support for 

relevant future claims (Wagner, 2009, p. 2149). SMEs could consider x-factors that are specifically 

relevant to their business and then adjust the patent team composition accordingly. 

 

An insight of this research is Marketing and Sales has the leading connection to the forward-looking 

attributes. This is surprising since marketing is not a stakeholder group that is associated with patents, 

but they were indicated to be the top stakeholders with highest awareness in 4 of the 6 x-factors 

categories. Their knowledge may be entirely under leveraged when considering disclosure for patents. 

Consideration of their knowledge could help with driving the team to clearly consider the opportunity for 

future competitive products.  

 

Participants indicated strong support for ‘designers’ as having x-factor awareness. The data shows that 

designers have the longest consistent experience throughout a specific product development process. 

Designers have a stronger role in affecting product cost/quality (highest ranking to x-factor for cost quality 

in this research; design 43%, engineering 40%). Designers have visualization capabilities (Nigel Cross, 

2001) and an understanding of processes that could facilitate getting more information from the extended 

stakeholders (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). The connection of legal stakeholders to designers involved in 

the specific development process may allow for increased contextual knowledge transfer about the 

development to improve patent contribution disclosure. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Currently, SMEs underperform large companies and if they were to consider the results of this research, 

they may improve the future competitiveness and strategic opportunities from their patents through further 

inquiry and consideration of the knowledge from their own stakeholders. This research indicates that 

there is information available from extended stakeholders that might benefit companies that are already 

trying to patent innovation. The implementation of the approach could result with limited incremental cost 

to the SME and it might improve team dynamics and future competitiveness of SME patents. A key result 

of the inquiry into the identification of stakeholders with salience to x-factors that can effect change and 

improve the value of future patents, is the designer. This is in good part due to the designer’s knowledge 

resulting from ongoing involvement through the front to back duration of the project, their understanding 

of the user, awareness of competitive trends and ability to affect cost and quality. Further consideration 
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towards strengthening the designer in this knowledge role should be considered for future academic 

inquiry and product development practice. 
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